I use Tiki Wiki for many of my sites and some of them have multiple domains associated with them. So domain.ca, domain.com and domain.co.uk all point to the same folder on the same server using domain redirection.

The main domain works and looks fine but if I go to any of the other domains everything is there but it is out of place. The modules were in the wrong place on the screen and it looked like the theme CSS was messed up. I tried playing with perspectives, multi-domain, areas, domain redirects (within Tiki), category, themes, and anything else that looked promising.

Under "Performance" was a check box called "Minify CSS" which I had turned on at some point. I turned that off, cleared the cache and the problem was fixed.

I guess "solved" is too strong a word. I got tiki to work to my satisfaction but the bug itself isn't solved.
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